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Association vs MLS 

 MLS – When MLS or MLS Level is referenced in the MLS settings list, it is referring to the Administrative login.  The 
MLS level login is the highest-level login that may Superuse as any user and has access to all of the Admin functions. 

 Association – Some MLSs have individual associations.  Together the associations make up the entire MLS. They use 
the same database, have the same data fields and business rules, but may have separate message board gadgets 
for users flagged within a particular association. 

Broker Load  

Flexmls uses different Broker Load settings to determine accessibility permissions for various member types. 

 MLS Level Broker Load– Administrative Staff at the MLS Level that have the ability to add or edit any listings in the 
MLS. 

 Company Broker Load –Should be set for Members who 
have the ability to add or edit any listing in a company. 
Company is above office. Multiple offices belong to a 
company.  For example multiple Keller Williams offices in 
different locations all belong to the same overall company 
of Keller Williams. 

 Office Broker Load – Should be set for members who 
have the ability to add or edit any listing in an office  

 Member Broker Load – Should be set for members who have the Ability to add or edit any of their own listings 

 Partial Broker Load – Should be set for members can only edit certain things (Add Photos, Edit Map location). 
Individual options may be selected by the MLS on a per member basis. 

Collection  

 When users are viewing search results, they have the option to save selected listings.  Saving the selected will create a 
Listing Collection containing those specific listings.  All of the selected listings will remain in the collection until they are 
either removed them from the collection or the collection is deleted.  The information for the listings in the collection is 
dynamic, so if there is a change in the listing, the change is visible when viewing the collection.  For example if a listing 
changes from active to pending, when the users views the collection they will see the listing in its current status; pending.  
Collections may also be connected to a customer so they can view them in their client portal. 

Dashboard  

The Dashboard provides easy access to the flexmls functions that you 
use the most. By default, you will have Dashboards that display MLS 
Information, and information specific to your login. If you choose, you 
can create additional Dashboards, or customize your home Dashboard 
to show the information you prefer. At the MLS level, you may 
recommend a dashboard to be the default for all members when they 
log in.  
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 Gadget - Gadgets are panels on the Dashboard that contain and organize information. They function as an efficient 
starting point for your work. You can customize gadgets to contain information about your listings, saved searches, 
listing carts, contacts, daily hot sheets, message boards, news media, statistics, and more. 

Export  

In listing maintenance, the final step (tab) on entry is the Export Tab. This tab contains any 
MLS syndication options for the export of listings to AVMs and other public sites. When 
clicking on Listing Export in the admin menu The MLS has the ability to decide the 
syndication preferences for their MLS and Brokers. 

Fallthrough Date  

Some MLSs choose to have an agent enter the Fallthrough Date when an under contract listing falls through and goes back 
on market.   

Geocode  

 To find a listings Latitude and Longitude, and place it on a map based on the address entered.    The flexmls geocoder assists 
with data accuracy and consistencies in addresses within the system. 

Incomplete Listing  

 An incomplete listing is a draft listing that has not yet been completed and added to the system. Incomplete listings can be 
printed and viewed as input forms and reports, but do not have an MLS number assigned.  Any listing without all required 
fields completed cannot be added to the MLS and can only be saved as incomplete.  An incomplete listing will stay that way 
indefinitely, unless deleted, or all fields are completed and it is added to the MLS. 

Marketing Name  

 A marketing name allows a member to include an alternate name or slogan on business cards and system reports. For 
example, a user's system name might be "Milicient Brown" but her Marketing Name may be "Millie B. - Your Thoroughly 
Modern Realty Connection." 

MLS Datashare   

Allows MLSs to share data with other MLSs who choose to reciprocate.  Within the Admin menu, an MLS 
can decide which of their Private fields they choose to include in their data share feed.  

Newsfeed  

 When an automatic email is sent out, the recipient will see the applicable changed listings in their email  message body. 
Clicking on those listings will open up a "newsfeed". The newsfeed will show the past listings sent to that client (up to 200). 
Listings that were previously sent may be reviewed, regardless of if the listing currently matches their search or not.  The 
newsfeed is sorted with the most recent listing changes will appear on the top. If the client clicks on a specific listing from 
the email, that listing will be highlighted in the newsfeed. 
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Office Remarks  

 Office remarks is an optional 200 character field. If data is entered into this field, only members of the office can see the 
contents of the field when viewing the listing. 

Related Scroll  

 FBS can build relationships between your fields for ease of both entering and searching listings.  Parent Items are linked to 
child items in lists and only those children appear when a child is selected. For instance, City may be a parent field and zip 
may be a child field.  After the related scrolls are set up, when a user selects a particular city from a list, only the zips related 
to that city appear, rather than a list of all possible Zips in your MLS.  It is important that when an item is added to a list, the 
appropriate related scroll is added, so that members can see the option on listing entry.  Contact the flexmls staff for do’s 
and don’ts of lists and scrolls. 

Parent/Child Listing Entry  

 This feature will associate listings.  For example, if 5 acres of land is listed, the parent listing would be for the whole 5 acres.  
The land could also be listed in smaller increments as children.  If entering the child listing for 1 acre, the user would mark 
that this was a child listing of parent XXXXX.  If the children all sell, Flexmls would automatically cancel the parent.  If the 
parent sold, all of the child listings would be automatically canceled. 

Portal  

 A Portal is a personalized website clients can go to in order to view listings you have recommended for them or emailed to 
them. In the Portal, clients can view documents and searches you have set up for them, rate individual listings, view pictures, 
tours and reports, exchange messages about listings, and update their customer profile. Additionally, they can use the Portal 
to share listings via social media. The portal website, along with Flexmls Auto Emails combine to make the home buying 
process even easier for customers. 

Private  

 Agent Copy- In Flexmls, private refers to anything within the MLS that Agents can view.  Typically reports or documents with 
private data that should not (in some instances cannot) be emailed out to a buyer or seller. 

Public  

 In flexmls, public is used to refer to anything that the public (typically a buyer or seller) can see.  Public reports house only 
the fields that the MLS admin flag as public.  No private data will show.   

Short ID  

 Typically the login name without the prefix 

Statuses 

 Active- A listing contract is in force between the listing broker and seller. 

 Pending - A purchase agreement has been executed, but not yet satisfied at closing. 

 Closed – A purchase agreement has been executed and satisfied at closing 
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 Canceled –The listing contract has been terminated before expiration of the term of the contract. 

 Expired – The term of the listing contract has ended 

 Withdrawn – A Withdrawn status indicates that the seller wants the listing temporarily taken off the MLS system 
but has not terminated the listing contract. The listing stays in flexmls, but is changed to a Withdrawn status so 
other agents know not to show it. The listing will still expire when the end date is reached 

Status Vs. Contingency  

In addition to the major status categories, flexmls can support sub-statuses as well.  Please note that the below are NOT 
statuses.  They are either a Sub-Status of Active or a Sub-status of Pending. 

 Sub-Status of Active - The contingency field is added to the Active status change event, and a listing is only changed 
to pending when there are no longer any contingencies.  

 Sub-Status of Pending - The contingency field is added to the Pending status change event.  

 Sub-Status of Pending That Show on Active Searches - Some MLSs modify option 2 above by having us turn on a 
preference to automatically show certain contingent listings (e.g., "Continue to Show") along with active listing 
searches, even though the listings are actually pending.  

Supplement text 

 On Add/Edit, a 10,000 character field available for additional (client) remarks if the member uses all characters in the Public 
Remarks field 

Sides (in Flexmls statistics) 

This number relates to credit for listing and selling activity. There are 2 sides for a sold listing.  One side represents the listing 
activity and one side represents the selling activity.  Therefore, if there are no co-listing and co-selling agents, the listing 
agent would be credited one side and the selling agent would be credited one side.  If there is a co-listing and/or co-selling 
agent, the sides would be broken down as follows: 

 1/2 side for listing agent when there is a co-listing agent 

 1/2 side for co-listing agent 

 1/2 side for selling agent when there is a co-listing agent 

 1/2 side for co-selling agent 

View  

 A View determines how your search results appear in Search Results 
screen on the List tab.  Specifically, it is the set of columns used to look 
at your listing results.  You can choose to view search results with 
predefined views, or you can create custom views to look at 
information that is useful to you.  Views may be modified by selecting 
which columns will appear how columns are labeled, if a photo will be 
shown, and how results are sorted. 

 


